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INTRODUCTION
If you want to get more muscular, leaner, more fit, or better at any sport, you’ve got to train. This
is not a controversial idea. It’s also pretty well known that you’ve got to train pretty hard: that
training has to be challenging for best results. The question is - exactly how much to train to get
best results? Well, that one doesn’t have nearly the same consensus, and is the very question
that lead us to write this book.
Here are a couple of common answers to the volume of training question:
A. “Enough to get what you want.”
B. “As much as your willpower permits… winners give it all.”
C. “Just enough to steadily progress. Chasing the maximum will get you burned out or hurt.”
D. “The middle road is best: not too much, not too little.”
Quite the diversity of answers, some of which you may have come across yourself. When we
were working as sport scientists and supporting coaching staff, these were typical axioms we
heard from coaches and athletes alike, but none of them were satisfactory to us. As we will
explore, some of these answers don’t make much sense, and the ones that do are still not
completely correct.
Say you picked answer A, and that “what you want” is to be the next Lebron James in
basketball. Unless you’re one in a billion, there’s no amount of training that will do that for you.
Even if there were, how would you plan your training week? Getting that good at basketball
takes years even for the very talented. So, given answer A’s logic, how many years would you
conclude that you need to train to get to his level? As you can see, the problem with this answer
is that it’s both too vague and unrealistic.
The trouble with answer B is that it leaves no room whatsoever for limitations of recovery.
According to this answer, if your willpower is strong enough to have you lift weights with
maximal effort for 16 hours each day, this training strategy will make you the biggest and
strongest you could be. In fact, this strategy will make you neither bigger nor stronger, because
such an effort is almost certain to put you in the hospital with Rhabdomyolysis, exceeding your
body’s recovery capacity by an order of magnitude. So, this answer too isn’t a viable option for
even the most highly motivated athlete.
Answer C is considerably more nuanced, intellectual, safe, and appealing than A or B, as it sets
up a way to objectively check if you’re on the right track: if you’re improving, you must be!
Unfortunately, this answer is also too vague and unqualified, as very few people are training to
just “make progress”, without the qualifiers of “as quickly and optimally as possible”. As such,
answer C is a “throw spaghetti at the walls to see what sticks” strategy, that promotes any gains
as success, rather than strategizing for the best or most efficient gains possible.
Answer D is measured, but plays it too safe to be intellectually honest. Yes, there is some
wisdom in taking the middle road in some situations, but advising someone to “not drink too
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much or too little cyanide” isn’t sound advice. We can’t say that the middle road exactly is best,
even though this strategy is justifiably cautious, aimed at avoiding extremes. Even if it turns out
to be the best answer to our training amount question, exactly how much is that? The middle of
the road between what two landmarks? Again, this commonly heard recommendation, like the
others, comes up short.
As we consulted coaches on the intricacies of their program designs, we ran into a recurring
problem that echoed the flawed logic of answers A and B. Nearly all of the coaching staff
typically programmed the maximum work possible for their athletes. For instance, if the athletes
had a certain number of hours of field work, and it came time to prescribe weight room work, it
was typical for coaches to simply stack the weight room hours right on top of the field work, with
seemingly no regard for athletes’ recovery abilities.
We wanted to convey to these coaches that it wasn’t productive to simply add as much total
training as they could cram into their athletes’ days. At some point, there was going to be more
training than the athletes could recover from, and their performance would actually suffer
instead of improving. We searched in vain for a succinct term or concept to communicate this
reality to coaches and athletes. Finally, we decided that we ought to fill that void. Dr. Israetel
came up with a term to describe this training volume ‘ceiling’. Dr. Hoffmann quickly adopted this
term as well, and became instrumental in its evolution and real-world application.
Thus, the concept of Maximum Recoverable Volume (MRV) was born. As it was defined,
developed, and applied further, related concepts were derived and borrowed with modification
from other fields, to answer the original question of “How much should I train?” with increasing
precision and accuracy. This group of concepts - which we term the “Training Volume
Landmarks”- are now such a useful part of our vocabulary, that we wrote this short book to
share them with you. Our hope is to enable you, our readers, to consider these concepts and
possibly apply them to your own training or coaching. Why would you do that? In short, to help
you achieve what you likely wanted to achieve when you first started training or coaching: to get
the best results in the shortest time possible.
As you read, please remember that while these concepts and specific recommendations are
grounded in well-established science, much of this discussion is theoretical in nature. This
means that we do not want you to think of anything written here as a hard and fast rule,
extensively research-confirmed science, or infallible dogma. We’d much prefer to offer the
contents of this book to you as a likely estimate of what’s really going on in physiology, and
hope you use it as food for thought that enables you to get the most out of your own training,
and the training of those you help. Lastly, if you’re new to reading about sport science, we highly
recommend that you familiarize yourself with the basic terms and concepts of training theory
before diving into this book, which assumes you know those concepts quite well. If you need an
introduction or refresher to said concepts, we highly recommend our classic oo
cienti ic
rincip es o tren th raining.
To start measuring your training volume progression and applying the learnings presented
herein to your training, Worksheet Templates for Volume Landmark Tracking the has been
enclosed on pages 112-113.
- Mike Israetel and James Hoffmann
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MAXIMUM RECOVERABLE VOLUME

Derivation:
While training intensity is a measure of how hard you train, training volume is a measure of how
much you train. The definition of volume is largely dependent on what sport or physical activity
is being described. Fundamentally, volume is the amount of physical work being done, where
work is defined as average force multiplied by the distance over which it is exerted. Volume can
be represented as the number of meters swum, miles run, kilometers cycled, hours trained in
MMA practice, and/or the multiple of sets, reps, weight and distance of displacement of a
barbell, among many others.
Volume is the scientific way of saying “how much” training is being done. So, for any athletic
ability, the question becomes: “How much volume will lead to the best gains over time?” Due to
one very fundamental rule in physiology, the “as much as possible” class of answers to that
question can be written off as wrong from the get-go. That rule is this: under any given set of
conditions, the body has only a finite ability to recover from training. Recovery is defined as “a
return to the performance ability level existent prior to the current dose of training.” So, if you
usually run a 6:30 mile, and you’ve healed from squatting-induced soreness and are back to
running 6:30 or faster, we can say that you are “recovered” in the technical sense. Of course, if
your thighs and glutes are still burning from those squats during your next run, and you only
manage an 8 minute mile, you haven’t recovered, illustrating that sufficient amounts of training
volume will inhibit one’s ability to do so.
Since the body has a finite limit on its recovery ability, it stands to reason that training which
exceeds the body’s ability to recover is not training that will produce the best gains. In fact, if
recovery is not made, by definition, the individual just got worse at what they were training for!
Whatever other principles you use to inform your training program design, this one is a sure
thing: do not chronically exceed the recovery ability of the individual(s) being trained!
Because it’s a bit laborious to explain all this every time you might like to communicate it, we’ve
developed a term - and even an acronym! - for this concept. You may have heard of it as
“MRV.”

Definition:
Maximum Recoverable Volume (MRV) : The highest volume of training an athlete can do in a
particular situation and still recover.
A deeper look into the principles of training program design can give us an even more precise
definition of MRV, which is even more useful for getting the best long term results. We know that
in order for gains to be made at optimal rates, training must be overloading. In order to be
overloading, a training stimulus has to be both within the maximal threshold of the system
and/or ability being trained, and be higher in magnitude than recent historical overloading
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stimuli. In oversimplified terms, this means that training must be hard, and that the next training
session must be harder than the last: overload and progressive overload.
If we don’t have to meet that second condition of overload, we can train in absence of a full
recovery. Say you squatted 300lbs on average in your last leg workout, and 315 is your all-out
best effort for those sets and reps. But, during the current workout, you only squat 290. Can we
really say that the workout with 290 wasn’t overloading at all? No: it’s still partially overloading,
in that it meets our first criteria of being within the maximal threshold of the system, that is,
challenging and disruptive enough to stimulate meaningful and dependable gains (as ten
pounds less on a near maximum squat is still ‘hard’). In fact, any stimulus approaching about
90% of most systems’ maximum abilities is usually challenging and disruptive enough to yield
some gains. To cause the best gains, however, that following stimulus has to be greater in
magnitude than the one prior. So, a stimulus that’s “easier than last time but still very hard” will
result in gains, but will not result in the best possible gains. Further, if you haven’t recovered
from your last stimulus - regained your full abilities - it is by definition difficult to impossible for
you to make the next stimulus both hard and harder than the last. Very simply put: if you have
not recovered enough to squat what you did last time around, how the hell are you supposed to
squat more this time around?
Let’s take a look at Figure 1 to further understand how to meet both conditions of overload. The
first box in Figure 1 illustrates the training paradigm in which successive microcycles - the small
circles - are both below the overload threshold and decreasing in stimulus, which means such
training is not overloading by any definition. The second box illustrates progression in stimulus
strength, but none of the microcycles enter into the overload threshold and thus while
progressive, this training setup is not overloading either. Box 3 illustrates a paradigm in which all
training is above the overload threshold, but gets easier over time. Such training is partially
overloading because it meets the threshold condition but not the progression condition. Box 4
represents fully overloading training. All stimuli are within the overload threshold and are
progressive in nature, which is most likely to lead to the best outcomes over time.
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Figure 1. Full and Partial Overload: Box 1 illustrates a training program in which successive
microcycles (the small circles) are both below the overload threshold and decreasing in stimulus. Box 2
illustrates progression in stimulus strength, but none of the microcycles cross the overload threshold. Box
3 illustrates a program in which successive microcycles are above the overload threshold, but decreasing
in stimulus. Box 4 illustrates a program in which all stimuli are above the overload threshold and are
progressive.
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Yes, in the very short term, you can still manage an overload, potentially even a progressive
one, without recovery of ability. In the longer term, however, by which we mean more like days
and weeks, recovery must occur to allow for full overload – and thus best gain rates – possible.
Given this, we can now redefine MRV more specifically:
MRV : The highest volume of training an athlete can do in a particular situation and still recover
to present a full overload in the next training timescale.
To recap, presenting a full overload, that is, one that’s both challenging and progressive, is
critical to getting the best rates of gain in ability. As a result, chronic elevations of training
volume above MRV are counterproductive, and hence ill advised.
But wait, what is a “time scale?” Well, we can’t just ask how much training you can do and still
recover without specifying exactly when we are planning to measure your recovery. It turns out
that when you measure recovery matters a lot. For instance, if you measure ability immediately
after most any training session, recovery will not have happened yet, causing your results to
come back “unrecovered”. Does that mean training makes you worse?! Actually, yes, it does,
but only in the very short term. Once you’ve had rest, sleep, and proper nutrition following most
reasonable training sessions, your abilities return back to baseline. So, as you can see, the
point at which we measure recovery is critical to rendering MRV a useful concept. Though a few
checkpoints will do, the most useful time to measure recovery is right before you plan to
overload again. Because overloading is the central process of training and the one that
necessitates recovery, recovery must occur during the interval between two overloading training
sessions, which target the same system or ability. Since most sessions are scheduled to repeat
on the microcycle (about a week of training in most cases), it’s usually most productive to
formulate MRV in microcycle terms, as follows:
MRV : The highest volume of training an athlete can do in a particular microcycle and still
recover to present a full overload in the next microcycle.
Is it possible to consider MRV on other timescales? Of course. An exercise-scale MRV is “the
highest volume of training an athlete can do in a particular exercise and still recover to present a
full overload in the next exercise.” We can envision doing so many sets and reps of squats in
the first exercise that performance in the second exercise, say deadlifts, can no longer achieve
overload because of the massive fatigue induced by the squats. This would be an excession of
exercise-scale MRV. A session-scale MRV is “The highest volume of training an athlete can do
in a particular session and still recover to present a full overload in the next session.” If you
trained deadlifts so hard on Monday that on Tuesday you can’t overload on bench because your
back is too fatigued to set up a proper arch, you have exceeded your session-scale MRV. On
the longer timescales, we can have mesocycle-scale MRV, which would be defined as “the
highest volume of training an athlete can do in a particular mesocycle and still recover to
present a full overload in the next mesocycle.” Say you had an awesome accumulation phase,
which is the actual overloading training of a whole mesocycle of training. But then, imagine you
decided to cut short your deload following accumulation, and consequently became too fatigued
to have a productive overloading next mesocycle. In this scenario, we would say that you’ve
exceeded your mesocycle-scale MRV.
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We could list definitions of MRV for still other timescales, such as the season, the macrocycle
(several mesocycles strung together for 4-12 months of training for a specific goal) or the year,
all of which are certainly theoretically interesting and useful concepts. But, fundamentally, the
most meaningful presentation of overload is from microcycle to microcycle, mainly because
most athletes and coaches use the training week as both their most well planned and most
fungible training timescale unit. Thus, we will be referring to MRV in its microcycle timescale
from here on out, unless otherwise specified.
Within this definition and timeline, the ability to generate a full overload does not necessarily
imply that a complete recovery of actual physiological systems must occur between
microcycles. In fact, chronic and accumulated fatigue from other training sources make that
virtually impossible in most training situations, considering that most athletes train multiple times
per week, with multiple modalities. In some cases, a full and complete physical and
psychological recovery from a deadlifting session or wrestling practice may actually take much
longer than the length of the microcycle itself. The good news is that we can still meet both
criteria of overload even if a true and complete recovery has not been achieved. When we say
‘true and complete recovery,” we are referring to the dissolution of all damage introduced by all
training: full repletion of glycogen, full repair of all tissue damage, return to homeostasis in all
systems after disruption, and so on, rather than simply the ability to perform as prior. In other
words, being recovered enough to generate a full overload should be thought of as more of an
operational range of training states, as compared to the unicorn of being completely, holistically
recovered. Some days, athletes may be carrying more or less training fatigue than others, and
that’s perfectly ok, as long as they can meet the criteria of overload for individual training
sessions, which is to “be able to perform at or above the previous cycle’s levels of ability.”
PHEW! That’s one hell of a definition. Alright, so why is MRV so important to know and
understand?

Importance:
All of this talk about MRV had better mean that MRV is a vital concept for us to both
theoretically understand and utilize in training. Indeed it is. In this section, we’ll illustrate the
centrality of the MRV landmark. To start, let’s see how MRV’s importance can be categorized
into general program design, personalization of program design, recovery monitoring, and
recovery intervention.
1. General Program Design
The most obvious importance of the MRV concept stems from its usefulness in structuring
program design. More specifically, the strength of the MRV concept lies in its delimiting the
program structures that can be considered for application. Any program that has excessive
volumes of training should be automatically suspect, out of consideration for the MRV reality.
Overload is difficult, if not impossible, to present when training above MRV. Overload is critical
to long-term progress. Thus, any training that exceeds MRV for a repetitive and continuous
stretch is less than optimal (Figure 2). To put it more bluntly, training above MRV for long
periods is a good way to dependably make athletes worse and/or get them hurt.
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Figure 2. Excessive Training Volumes: A and B represent two training programs of different volumes.
The training volume in program A might work to improve performance (assuming there is enough volume
to result in adaptation). Training program B is almost certain to decrease performance as it exceeds
MRV.

If you ask your coach: “How long is practice today?” and he replies: “As long as it takes to learn
the drill,” that’s bad news for the athletes. If their complaints about being exceptionally and
consistently sore from the combination of sprint drills and high rep lifting that their coach
introduced a couple of weeks ago go unheard, that’s increasingly problematic. If a body part
we’re trying to grow starts to stall out, and our recourse is to add volume to the lifts for that body
part, we need to reevaluate our training practices.
The design of any training program should incorporate a max volume amount, and underscore
that exceeding this upper bound for too long or too often is unproductive at best, and
counterproductive and risky at worst. This utility of MRV is why we coined and started using the
term to begin with. Coaches we were consulting would occasionally want to add some new
training element to the team’s program, be it conditioning, lifting, or more technique practice.
When we were presented with such propositions, our job was to communicate to them that
doing so was ok, only so long as they simultaneously reduced some other training to keep their
athletes from under-recovering from too much volume. We might ask an eager coach: “Well,
that would be over their MRV, so where can we make some reductions to fit in this new
priority?” The MRV term was critical in enabling us to structure ideas and communicate these
important concepts to coaches. The clearly defined MRV concept allowed us to educate
coaches about training volume limitations, so they could lead their athletes to continual
performance gains. Once we explained MRV to coaches, the vast majority intuitively grasped
the concept and began to use it in their training. In other words, believe it or not, they stopped
assuming that more was always better.
As a coach, athlete or sport scientist, you may find that this axiom of “more is better” comes up
again, and again, and again, in training circles of all kinds. We believe this is for two reasons.
The first is that there is an element of truth to it. When coaches look around, and see hard5

working athletes outperforming lazy ones season after season, their first conclusion may be to
instruct their athletes to constantly do as much they can. The failure to see the ceiling for the
“more is better” axiom is where coaches fall short. Secondly, these anecdotal prescriptions are
coupled with a culture probably as old as sport itself: one that praises hard work, pain, and
suffering to reach goals. Few coaches want to be known as the easy coach; conversely, many
would love to be known as a hard-nosed contriver of various sport-related tortures. Again, while
it is understandable and justified to associate hard work with results, the problem is that this
unrefined cultural understanding fails to recognize the limitations of the association between
“pain” and “gain”. Blame passing can likely be held accountable for feeding the failure to
recognize that harder work does not indefinitely produce better results. After all, if the athletes
burn out with the hard coach, it’s easy to blame them for lack of effort, motivation, or for their
lifestyle choices. This culture extends to athletes just as much as coaches, which means that
most athletes will also be quite happy to blame anyone who burns out, themselves included.
What they will almost never blame is their training program, for potentially being “too hard.” Ugh,
that feels lame to even write, let alone experience! This “hardcore” culture is so entrenched in
us that even sport scientists like ourselves have felt its pressure, despite knowing better.
In your own use, just remember that, at its core, MRV means there is such a thing as “doing too
much,” and whatever kind of training you practice, program, consult on, or witness, it is best to
have that understanding reflected in its design. In the context of programs that train multiple
attributes especially, we must remind ourselves that time, effort, and recovery ability are finite
resources. We simply cannot keep adding training without taking those same resources away
from other aspects of training or recovery.
2. Personalization of Program Design
How much is too much for you? Certainly not all individuals or teams will have identical
responses to the same program or share the same MRV? In fact, they absolutely will not. There
is a large variance in MRVs between both individuals and teams of individuals, and we will get
to the reasons behind that variance in a later section. For now, just the fact that there is
variance in MRV means that it should be heeded in program selection and design. If you try to
DIY an exact replica of a pro bodybuilder’s program, what happens if his MRV is way above
yours, and thus most of his program is way too much volume for your best gains? If you create
training programs for others, how do you know that the sets and reps you’ve chosen for them
aren’t too much? Just because you can recover from a given stimulus, does not mean all of your
clients or athletes can. Conversely, some of your clients or athletes might be able to handle
more than you can in your own training. Population differences also exist. For instance, if you
are used to training teams at the high school level, and then transition to your first collegiate job,
or if you are used to training Division III athletes but score a Division I job, can you be sure that
the training amounts that worked for your prior team will work for your new one? You will likely
need to adjust for MRV differences in all of these cases.
Does this mean that if you have athletes or clients with the same goals, or on the same sports
team, that each of them needs completely unique programs? Absolutely not. In fact, their
programs will probably be much more similar than they are different. Among otherwise very
similar programs, however, what will likely differ from person to person will be the volume of
training needed.
Using methods that will be described in detail a bit later, it’s entirely possible to discover the
MRV for yourself, your client, or a whole team average. Finding MRV, knowing it, and updating
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it as it changes are critical steps on the path towards consistently better results. If you don’t
know your MRV, or the MRV of the athletes you’re training, you risk some very serious
drawbacks.
3. Recovery Monitoring
There are technicalities to finding your MRV, but for now, suffice it to say that it’s going to have
a lot to do with determining your level of recovery. If you are recovered, then it’s very unlikely
that you trained over your MRV, given that insufficient recovery is the result of exceeding it. If,
however, you find yourself not sufficiently recovered, there is now a distinct possibility that your
training volume is too high for your best gains to occur. Sure, chance events here and there can
impede recovery in the short term even with chronically appropriate training volumes. For
instance, the stress of an academic exam can lower physical performance, but doesn’t
automatically indicate that the whole rest of the month-long training program was excessive. On
the other hand, recurring recovery deficits are a sign that perhaps you are exceeding your MRV.
The MRV concept makes regularly monitoring recovery status a very important feature of
training program design, because a chronic condition of under-recovery can no longer be
characterized by phrases like “good training is supposed to beat you up”, and must instead be
interpreted to mean that optimal gains are not being made and that something must be
adjusted.
4. Recovery Intervention
When optimal gains are not being made, reducing training volume is one solution to the
problem. The other option for promoting recovery is to simultaneously increase recovery
interventions. If we look back at the MRV definition, volume isn’t the only variable at play, as
rate of recovery is just as important. So, do you hit your MRV when your volume is too high for
the degree of recovery you’re capable of making? Or, rather, is your degree of recovery not high
enough for the volume you need to be training at to get better?
Going back to our Lebron analogy, what if it took a hypothetical 22 hours of training a day for 5
years for you to attain Lebron’s level of basketball aptitude? Impossible? Impossible is nothing,
if you wear enough Adidas gear, and really buy into their slogan! In all seriousness, what if
aliens came down to earth and put world peace and clean energy on hold, to give you a pill that
let you completely recover, physically and psychologically, from 22 hours of training a day,
indefinitely. Yeah, you’d pretty much have a realistic roadmap to becoming a basketball great!
And it had nothing to do with lowering volume, but got you within your MRV by expanding your
recovery. The point is that any time your goal is to be within your MRV constraints, which should
be nearly always, you don’t necessarily have to lower volume at all times to get there if you can
raise recovery abilities instead. But how can you do that? By sleeping enough and sleeping well,
relaxing and resting enough, eating enough and well, and properly designing the details of your
training structure, among many other interventions. For the purposes of this discussion, unless
your recovery intervention is perfect – in most cases unlikely – you always have the option of
raising your MRV by improving recovery, versus by only lowering training volume.
But why mess around with recovery interventions if you can stay just shy of your MRV by
lowering volume? Certainly, lowering volume is much easier than having to go to sleep at a set
time each night and watching your diet. The catch is that, provided you can recover from and
adapt to it, more training is better: there’s that seed of truth in the old “more is better” axiom.
7

Only when there is a recovery deficit does that cease to be the case. This means that you
should want and try your very best to apply the recovery modalities in order to raise your MRV
as high as possible. This is because the higher your MRV, all else being equal, the more you
can train, and the more you will improve. Only after recovery is well taken care of should you, as
the dedicated athlete or coach, push to lower training volume when MRV is still being exceeded.
Put another way, the very best athletes have to train so much to get better, that only their
consistent application of recovery modalities allows them to stay under their MRVs, and hence
optimally improve over time.
In a perfect world, we would never have to lower volumes, because our recovery would be
infinite and instant. Or, if recovery rate and training volume and/or intensity were static, constant
values, we would reliably know our MRVs, and never risk exceeding them. But, here in the real
world, at any given time, multiple factors affect both the impact that training has on recovery and
the quality and quantity of our recovery abilities. For that reason, MRVs can be wildly different,
not just between individuals and teams, but for a single individual, between different demands of
the training program, and under different physiological and psychological circumstances.

Sources and Nature of MRV Differences
If MRV were an exact and stable value for all individuals across all situations, training science
would be a lot easier! Unfortunately for us, MRV changes quite a bit, depending on several
factors, some of the more prominent of which are discussed below. This discussion is split into
factors that are largely genetic in origin, those that have more to do with individual histories and
lifestyles, factors that differ between or within training programs, and factors that tend to change
predictably over the course of an athlete’s training career. Most of the examples refer to muscle
growth as the main characteristic being trained, but the principles work in very similar ways with
any other sport or ability.

Genetic Factors
1. General Genetic Recovery Factors
The physical processes in the body that lead to recovery are influenced by your environment,
but based in your genes. No matter the environment, some folks just have better genetics for
recovery. Whether that’s because they have higher testosterone levels to stimulate recovery
machinery, because they have more, or faster, or better-functioning recovery machinery, or
some combination of these, some people just have the genetic predisposition towards more
effective recovery. For some, this means they can recover faster, for others, it means they can
recover from more at any given time, for still others, it means that they can recover more
completely, and for some lucky individuals, it can mean all three. It’s not going to do anyone any
good to worry about basic genetics, because these cannot be changed. What is important to
consider, it that if you or someone you’re training is trying to keep up in training volume with
someone else, and simply cannot, it may be the result of genetic differences, rather than
shortcomings in programming or recovery methods. All you can do is your best with the program
you’re following and your recovery, and be realistic about your MRV.
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2. Muscle Fiber Type
When exposed to a comparable amount of training for size, strength, power, and other
characteristics, faster-twitch muscle fibers take longer to recover than slower-twitch fibers. The
irony here is that fast-twitch muscles do grow much more in response to training. You might
imagine that gifted bodybuilders would have super high MRVs, and thus be able to train a ton,
which would explain their results. In actuality, the best bodybuilders are usually fast-twitch
dominant, making them more responsive to growth stimulus, and enabling them to produce the
large, developed musculature seen on body building stages. But, because of their
predominantly fast-twitch muscular composition, they can’t train nearly as much as you would
think. Lucky for them, because they are so growth-responsive, they don’t have to. As with
recovery genetics, remember that you don’t have a big say in your fiber type. Thus, individual
fiber differences also play a role in dictating how much training volume one needs. This is
another reminder that more does not necessarily mean bigger or better. Training within your
own MRV, however, will allow you to get your biggest and best.
3. Muscle Architecture
There are several factors related to muscle architecture that influence MRV differences between
muscles within the same individual. For instance, the architecture of the attachment of muscle
fibers to the tendons plays a role in force production potential. The more force a muscle can
produce, the more damage it can incur, and therefore, the more recovery is required. Other
architectural aspects of muscles dictate how susceptible they are to stretch under load, such as
the points of attachment and insertion for that muscle with relation to adjacent bones and joints.
Stretch under load is extremely fatiguing, so the more stretch under load a muscle is physically
capable of undergoing, the more fatigue the muscle can accumulate. For example, the side
delts are nearly impossible to stretch under load to any meaningful extent. Thus you’ve probably
never had consistently sore side delts, and have probably been able to trash them with
countless sets, only to see them bounce back again. The hamstrings, on the other hand, are
pretty ideally positioned for extensive loaded stretching, and as a result, withstand so much
damage during hip hinge moves like stiff legged deadlifts, that they expectedly have a
significantly lower MRV than the side delts. Of course, cross sectional area and fiber length also
play roles here.
Muscle architecture contributes to inter-muscle differences in MRV, but the important thing for
the athlete or trainer to remember is that not all muscles should be trained at the same volume,
even though they belong to the same individual.
4. Limb Ratios and Lengths
This one is pretty simple. If an athlete is 6’5” with long legs, this person’s squat can cover twice
the total distance of someone who is 5’1” and has short legs. Thus, the shorter individual might
be able to do 20 sets of squats per week and still recover, while the taller athlete is struggling at
10 sets. All else being equal, while they may be doing different amounts of reps or sets, given
their divergent physiology, these two athletes are actually doing the same amount of work! So, if
you have a big range of motion on an exercise compared to others on account of your build, be
wary, and expect your MRV on that exercise to be lower than average.
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5. Sex
Females are more likely to have smaller muscles that produce less force, have shorter limbs
than most males, and, for several other reasons, just don’t take on as much homeostatic
damage from training. For many sports and fitness characteristics such as speed, power,
strength, hypertrophy, and so on, on average, this gives females a relatively higher MRV. This
means that females will be able to recover from training programs that, on paper, look like they
could kill most men. Thus, when training athletes of different sexes, differences in MRV need to
be taken into account. One can assume that, in general, males will be able to train at intensities
that produce more damage with less volume than females, and hence typically have lower
MRVs. Trainers should also be mindful of extremes, however: a very tall, primarily fast twitch
female with poor genetics for recovery might have a lower MRV than a very short, light weight,
primarily slow twitch male with excellent recovery genetics. This would be a rare and extreme
case, but, as is coming to light, determining MRV based on any singular factor is probably not
well informed, so it’s wise to consider all aspects that can impact MRV levels.

Personal History/Lifestyle Factors
1. Previously Established Work Capacity
For our purposes, work capacity is the ability to resist the effects of fatigue and maintain
performance during exercise. As such, someone with a high work capacity can perform more
volume at, or over, the overload threshold, than someone with a lower work capacity. For
example, if your mission is to train your legs, and you are doing high rep squats, you and your
new training partner might have the goal of doing 6 sets of 10 for an effective stimulus. While
you might be able to hit all of the sets of 10 at your overload weight, your partner might not be
as fit, and may start to experience lower back cramps after only 2 sets of 10, rendering him
unable to continue the workout. So far, we have discussed the ceiling for effective training
volume, that is, recovery ability. Now, we come to considering the floor of the range of effective
training volume. In order to be able to train productively, one has to be in good enough shape to
train. In order to be able to train hard at your MRV and benefit, your work capacity – your ability
to perform sufficiently intense work at needed volumes – also needs to be sufficiently high.
Just as they play a big role in determining recovery ability, genetics also determine work
capacity. A less obvious and often overlooked but huge factor in work capacity and MRV,
however, is the level and type of activity one was accustomed to before beginning current
training.
If an athlete comes to, say, bodybuilding from a background of powerlifting, for example, his
work capacity and thus MRV are likely to be quite low. In the case of powerlifting, he would be
used to doing low volumes, so even moderate volumes typical of bodybuilding would tax
recovery and work capacity like crazy. Consequently, building up his MRV will take some time.
On the other hand, if an athlete comes from an endurance sport background, let’s say distance
swimming, the typical workouts of an average bodybuilding program might seem unimpressive
and easy. Entering a new sport, a competitive distance swimmer would likely have a very high
work capacity and high MRV from the get-go.
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The big implication of this is that MRV can be quite different based on how an athlete has
trained in the past and/or recently. This is important, as it means that we cannot just assume
that all beginners to hypertrophy training have super low MRVs. Very many no doubt will, as
many beginners will be coming from sedentary backgrounds. The lesson here is not to assume
without knowing the individual’s broader and more recent history of training.
This historical transfer of MRV also applies to phasic training differences in a periodized plan.
For example, after 2 months of high volume training, MRV will be higher than it would after 2
months of low volume training, due to the developed work capacity required by the former.
Individuals and coaches should be mindful that MRV will be reduced after a low volume phase,
and that programming should be adjusted accordingly.
Let’s get a bit more in-depth on work capacity: how can differences in work capacity affect how
much hypertrophy you can get from your program? The answer is a bit complex. Recall that we
must consider both the floor – work capacity – and the ceiling – recovery ability – in the MRV
equation. In addition, we must consider secondary effects of work capacity increases. First,
even if you are in good enough shape – as in, you have the work capacity – to do 4-hour
workouts, this does not necessarily mean that you can consistently recover from that much
work. Further, many of the same molecular mechanisms that increase your work capacity also
limit your growth potential, like increases in AMPk pathways and related endurance adaptations.
Remember too that increased fatigue resistance is often associated with decreased growth
potential when it comes to muscle tissue. So if you’re considering picking up high volume
endurance cycling to raise your leg MRV so that you can grow more, you might want to rethink
your strategy. However, developing some degree of underlying work capacity is critical to
meeting your recovery ability, and thus setting your MRV as high as it can be. An example of
handicapping your MRV via underdeveloped work capacity would be if you are gassing out after
4 sets of 8 in the squat. In this case you are probably far short of your MRV, and, unless you’re
training your legs every other day or more, there’s not a chance in hell you’re doing enough
work to maximize your growth. Work capacity in this example could be increased by continuing
to push training volume, but also by losing some body fat, perhaps via regular cardio training.
As your work capacity climbs with such modifications, it will allow you to actually train up to your
recovery abilities, and grow the most muscle you can.
2. Recovery Modality Application
If you think of your MRV as a glass of beer, the size of that glass is your recovery capacity. The
amount of beer you have on hand to pour in is your work capacity, and the amount of beer you
can have in the glass at any one time is the amount of training you can do and benefit from.
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Size of Glass = MRV

Amount of Beer Ready to Pour = Work Capacity

Amount of Beer in Glass at Any Time = Beneficial Training Volume
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So, how do you boost the size of the glass? Well, you make sure to do the best you can with
nutrition, sleep, relaxation, and supplementation. By eating an isocaloric or hypercaloric diet
with enough carbs, protein, and micronutrients, you help maximize your recovery abilities. (A
hypocaloric diet phase will temporarily lower your MRV, because less energy intake is bound to
reduce work capacity, among other things, and you must adjust training to accommodate). By
getting enough sleep and avoiding high, prolonged stress, you give your recovery mechanisms
their best chances and longest durations to work. We all know that some advanced professional
athletes also use less widely accepted sport supplements to boost their recovery, sometimes at
great costs to their health. All of these recovery modalities make the glass bigger, so you can
pour more of the “beer” of productive training in without it spilling over.
Hold on though: aren’t we missing another important facet? Yes: life stressors that are outside
of your training also count. Relationship stress, too much running about at work or school during
the day, navigating traffic, having to carry around a heavy backpack and the like all add
disruption to the system. Sadly, these non-training related disruptive stimuli don’t actually help
you get more jacked or better at sports! Think of them as ‘water’ in our beer glass: if beer is the
productive training that makes you bigger and/or better, then extraneous physical and mental
stressors that add fatigue without stimulating benefit are what waters it down. Yeah, you can fill
your glass with tons of water and just a splash of beer, and have no room left in the glass for
any more beer. You’ll be super fatigued and have run out of MRV: no more room for training!
But how much actual benefit did you gain? How much beer? Barely any. That’s barely any
growth or improvement!
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The trick to a high and usable MRV is to have the biggest glass, the most beer possible on
hand, and as little water as possible to dilute the mix. In other words, to optimize your gains, you
want the best nutrition, sleep, rest, and relaxation, the highest work capacity that doesn’t
impede your growth machinery, and as few stressors as possible. If you don’t believe us, get a
construction job, and see how much more difficult it gets to recover from your weight room or
sport training work!

3. Non-Specific Physical Activities
The ideal environment for muscle growth would be one in which your muscles were not called
upon to do anything outside of leisurely activities and weight training, allowing you to “save”
them for the hard training. In this utopian scenario, muscles are either getting smashed up in
training, or resting and recovering at their fastest rates. This means that you can essentially fill
the entire MRV glass with productive work that grows the muscle. However, physical activity
demanded of that muscle, which might also be required for specific sport performance outside
of weight training, can contribute fatigue and decrease potential growth. Let’s take a sprinter, for
example. A sprinter needs to fill their MRV with both sprints work and weights work for their
legs. Makes sense, but if you want max hypertrophy, is there anything wrong with this
approach? Well, how much does sprinting grow your legs? Unlike relationship stress or
something else negative, sprinting will result in some growth, as in, greater than zero. For every
sprint done, however, that’s some weight room training you cannot do, because you have taken
up some of your total MRV with sprints. While sprint training and weight training both grow
muscle, if you want to be your biggest, you had better do nearly all weights and no sprints,
because per unit of volume, or rather, per fraction of your MRV, weights do the job of muscle
growth better than sprints. On the other hand, if your sport is sprinting, taking the hit to total
growth potential in exchange for performance in your sport is a good trade off.
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Bodybuilders at a high level have caught onto this, and outside of training hard and doing some
necessary cardio, they more or less try to not use their muscles for anything else. That’s the
right way to do things if you want to max out your MRV for hypertrophy.
The moral of this story is that whether you want to be the best bodybuilder, sprinter, tennis
player, or the best kickboxer you can be, you’ve got some trade offs to make when filling your
MRV glass.

Training Program Factors
1. Exercise Type
The kind of training you do, both in the gym and in sporting contexts, can tax your recovery
systems more or less, resulting in higher or lower MRVs. In general, for resistance training,
barbells seem to tax the physiology the most, dumbbells second, and machines the least, with
some variance between different machines. Much of that difference depends on the amount of
eccentric load that the training modality lets you experience. For instance, many machines limit
eccentric load exposure, whereas free weight and especially plyometric exercises emphasize it.
On the subject of eccentric loading, eccentric contractions do the most damage to muscles, and
thus tax recovery the most. So, for example, lowering deadlifts under control taxes recovery
much more than dropping them, and also stimulates more growth. So when a program designed
for you recommends 10 sets of deadlifts a week, it’s smart to ask whether those need to be
lowered slowly, as that might greatly affect your MRV for deadlifts.
Exercises that have high ranges of motion, and especially those that produce a lot of tension
under stretch, also require more recovery. In contrast, unstable movements are not nearly as
taxing to recovery, because they highly limit force output. To illustrate with a fun example, let’s
compare two exercises, set for set. The first will be an exercise with high stability, high range of
motion, high tension under stretch, and using barbells. The second will be an exercise with low
stability, low range of motion, no loaded stretch, and using machines. An actual example would
be deep barbell squats with a tight set up, in great weightlifting shoes, on a hard grip floor,
versus one-arm, partial ROM cable lateral raises on a bosu ball. You can’t do too many sets of
the former without paying for it with high fatigue, but, as for the latter… does it even have an
MRV? So what does this mean for the effect of each of these exercises? Well, we know that
overload and MRV are very closely connected, so we would expect only a negligible amount of
fitness improvement from the latter move.
Let’s now put this information in the context of designing a training program. If you’re setting up
a leg training program and you are using mostly squats and lunges, you might want to keep the
sets a bit on the low side, in anticipation of higher per-set fatigue levels from these exercises.
On the other hand, if your program has more machine work and maybe single-leg work, you can
open up a bit more and do more sets, because excessive fatigue is less likely, using those
exercises. You’ll get much better at estimating fatigue levels from various exercise choices as
you become more experienced and gain the common sense that comes with a long training
history under your belt. Say you’re only able to only start with about 6 total sets of barbell bent
rows in Microcycle 1 of your program, because they’re so fatiguing. But if they are machine or
cable rows, as many as 9 sets to start might be realistic. Simply always use your best judgment
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about anticipated responses to create your programming. Importantly, your programming should
also be flexible, allowing for quick adjustment if and when you find you have misjudged. Maybe
you thought you were going to be able to rock 10 sets of machine shoulder presses in your first
week of training, but they actually ended up destroying your delts -- maybe you used a new
machine, or your technique has changed to include more ROM. In this case, you should
probably keep the set numbers the same into week 2 and possibly even week 3, so that you
don’t blow past your MRV and render your training useless!
2. Program Novelty
Any time you change most anything from mesocycle to mesocycle, the sheer novelty of
variation will challenge your recovery systems in ways they are not as used to, which may
initially lower your MRV. So, any time you switch exercise types, exercise orders, rep ranges, or
cadence styles such as paused, slow eccentric, and so on, your MRV will drop a little, typically
1-4 sets per body part per week. This value might be higher if multiple variables have been
altered. Over the next couple of weeks after updating your routine, your MVR will return back to
usual levels, but it will not do so instantly. So, if you haven’t done lunges in a while, but are used
to 10 sets of squats a week, don’t just start with 10 sets of lunges: that might bury you! Try 6
sets and work your way up, anticipating the novelty-mediated temporary reduction of your MRV,
instead of being needlessly surprised by it every time. Figure 3 below illustrates this point.

MRV

Program A

Program B

time
Figure 3. MRV and Novelty: Program A represents a new training program with a low MRV. As an
individual trains for weeks on program A, efficiency goes up, and damage proclivity goes down, so MRV
rises. If and when the training program is markedly changed by switching exercises or rep ranges
(program B), MRV will fall, and take weeks to bounce back to previous levels.

3. Absolute Intensity
This metric simply refers to how much weight you’re using. The closer you get to your 1RM - the
maximum weight you can lift for a single rep - the more fatigue you get, rep for rep. At the
extremes, that’s even true set for set. So, if you compare how many sets of 15 reps versus how
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many sets of heavy doubles you can do in a program, you’ll quickly find that even though the
15s are wildly more volume, the sheer intensity of the doubles probably lowers their recoverable
set numbers below those of 15 rep sets. Lucky for us, as Greg Nuckols, (summarizing current
research) points out in The New Approach to Training Volume, within sets of between 5 and 15
reps, the volume and intensity effects largely cancel each other, and the number of sets is the
only factor we need to compare. But if you venture outside this range, be prepared for large
weight increases to be a big factor. So, if your usual MRV is around 20 sets, don’t expect to be
able to survive 20 sets per week of heavy triples, as these might be much more fatiguing due to
the greatly increased weight being lifted.
This also reinforces the idea that we should always individualize our programs, as opposed to
just do what our lifting buddies or teammates are doing. No matter how you spin it, even if
matched for relative intensity, lifting 600lbs is inherently more disruptive than lifting 400lbs.
Thus, absolute intensity is a major consideration for individualizing MRV.
4. Proximity to Failure
Also known at times as ‘relative intensity’, proximity to failure is a measure of how closely you
approach failure in every set, and it affects your MRV. In fact, one of the reasons that all-sets-tofailure programs aren’t ideal is that they generate so much fatigue from such low volumes that
they become unsustainable over time. On the other hand, while very easy to recover from, sets
that stay more than 4 reps shy of failure don’t seem as stimulative for growth. So where’s the
sweet spot? Probably somewhere around an average of 2 reps from failure for the mesocycle,
starting around 4 reps shy, and moving closer to failure as the mesocycle progresses. What this
means is that, at the beginning of your mesocycle, you can stay about 3-4 reps shy of failure on
all lifts. Every week or two, you can push the sets a bit further. Try 2-3 reps from failure at first,
and then 1-2 reps, and so on, until you’re either 1 away from or at failure by the final week of
progression. Before this last week, if you haven’t accumulated enough fatigue to necessitate a
deload, this week of training to failure at high volumes is almost sure to result in enough to
require a deload. On your deload, you should stay very shy of failure, at most within 5 reps of it,
so that you can drop the most fatigue, and then start back at 3-4 reps shy of failure on week one
of your next mesocycle.
5. Psychological Arousal
Psychological stressors add to fatigue just like physical ones. And one of the biggest stressors
is the psych-up for all-out training. Not only does all-out training mean that you’re likely using
heavy weights and close to failure proximities, but that you’re also using mental energy that will
produce fatigue. In fact, higher rep concentric speeds lead to higher fatigue, and rep speed
tends to elevate during psyched-up training. It’s not just the reps themselves that are fatiguing.
The seconds, minutes, hours, and, with heavy leg sessions, days of psyching ourselves up
before hitting the gym can also be quite fatiguing. And, because you don’t just fall right off the
workout buzz immediately after the sets are done, the high remnant levels of fight or flight
hormones present in the blood for up to an hour after training can contribute to a delayed
reduction of fatigue.
A big takeaway here is that psych-ups should be very sparingly used in sport training. Use them
only as you need them. If you need to psych up to do the sets and reps you have programmed,
do it. But if you can get through the work with a calm focus on technique instead, that’s much
better, as it will let you do more work with less fatigue and get more benefit. In fact, outside of
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your pre-deload week, when you’re closest to failure lifting the heaviest weights and doing big
multi-joint moves like squats, deadlifts, rows, and so on, psyching up should be avoided by the
dedicated athlete. Let’s not waste the mental energy getting psyched up for week 2 pull-downs.
Instead, it should use it strategically for the hardest training sessions and sport competition
itself. Again, a calm focus on technique is usually a much better option for sustainable results.
Sure, quiet concentration may not impress regular gym goers or fellow athletes as much as
huffing, puffing and red-faced screaming, but it’s the way to go, provided that you would prefer
your physique and/or sport performance do the impressing.

Training Career Development Factors
1. Training Age
As you train for weeks, months and years, your physiology undergoes predictable changes.
Those changes include long term increases in both work capacity and recovery ability, which
combine to raise your MRV. Beginner trainees get beat up and sore - and, as we’ll see, also get
good results - from rather minimal work. In fact, within the first several weeks of training, MRV
can be so low as to be overreached by protocols of less than 10 sets per body part per week,
which is one reason many training studies don’t detect much hypertrophy until subjects are over
a month into the training process. On the other hand, trainees with over 5 years of consistent
training under their belts can recover from considerable workloads, and advanced athletes that
have been training for a decade plus can have downright legendary MRVs, capable of training
volumes that would cripple most others. As you accumulate experience, you can count on your
MRV to increase. And it will, until and unless you run into three other career development
factors that can lower it. Let’s check them out next!
2. Proximity to Career Peak
The closer you get to the peak of your abilities, the harder your body’s systems have to work to
recover you from the massive overloads that are required to make you improve. You have to
work harder in training to produce those overloads, and harder in recovery to heal from them. In
fact, some recovery systems might not be able to keep up with the highly developed
performance systems of the same body. Close to a career peak, both the potential for further
gains and the ability to recover become a struggle. While those individuals close to their career
peaks might be able to handle the highest intensities they ever have, their MRVs might actually
dip a bit. In plain terms, the workouts they are doing are such a challenge to their recovery
systems that recovery might lag, resulting in decreased MRVs. Sooner or later, the amount of
work that needs to be done to stimulate any gains at all will push up close to and over MRV,
creating the most fundamental limiting factor in career improvement. We will elaborate on this
phenomenon a bit later.
3. Muscle Size
One of the reasons that athletes near their peaks can be challenged in recovery is that their
muscles are so large. Big muscles need big healing, and, the bigger the muscle, the more
healing time and resources it requires. Exotically big muscles may outpace the ability of the
blood supply and GI system to support speedy recovery. This applies both to individual muscles
and to the body as a whole. Someone who’s 250lbs lean will have a tougher time recovering
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from overloading training than someone who’s 150lbs lean, and the smaller lifter’s rear delts will
heal faster than his quads, because of muscle size differences. This inverse relationship
between muscle size and MRV is evidenced by some of the biggest bodybuilders doing fewer
weekly working sets than you’d expect, and many of them confirming that they used to do more
working sets and even total volume (sets x reps x weight x distance) than they do now that
they’re massive.
How does this square with the idea that you should be trying to grow the most muscle over time
by increasing volume? Well, at some point you can become so big, that the volume needed to
continue to provide a volume overload is beyond your MRV. At that point, you can’t increase
volume anymore, and you’re stuck with increasing only intensity, or using techniques like
metabolite training. Of course, at some point you also can’t add any more intensity, so
metabolite techniques are the only thing left. This is a reality for some top bodybuilding pros.
4. Strength
Just like with muscle size, stronger muscles and stronger lifters produce more force, use more
of the nervous, muscular, and connective systems and tissues, and thus incur more significant
demands on recovery systems. Most top powerlifters train with surprisingly low volumes when
they are at their best, and that’s not by accident. At the weights they are using, higher volumes
would be over their MRVs. What this means for you is that, as you get stronger and stronger,
don’t be surprised if, set for set, your MRV doesn’t go up as quickly as you thought it would from
just accumulating training experience. And when you get very strong, be open minded to the
idea that you might not be able to recover from as many working sets of many exercises as you
used to, even though the mathematical volume you can recover from might have gone up.
There are almost certainly other factors that alter MRV that we haven’t mentioned, but we’ve
likely covered all of the most impactful ones. Now that you’re pretty well versed in all things
MRV, let’s take a deeper look at how the MRV concept can be used in training!

Examples of MRV Use
We would love to be able to provide specifics on the average MRV values for various pursuits,
sports, goals, and fitness characteristics, but we simply don’t have the data to do so outside of
just a few applications. What we can do is illustrate how knowledge of MRVs might be used in
some very general ways, in a broad range of sporting applications.
Speed Training
When training athletes of any sport type, but primarily those interested in speed qualities, it’s
important to ask two questions:
1. In a given training phase, how much does adding more speed work subtract from MRV and
thus, how much is too much, once enough speed work has been added to soak up all recovery
ability?
2. How much does other work, like weight room strength and power work, mobility work,
plyometric work, and so on affect the MRV for speed training?
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How do we know we’ve exceeded our MRV for speed training? If your ability to reach your
highest velocities - to run the times expected of your level of preparedness during that training
phase - is consistently subpar at a time during which you’re training plenty, it’s very likely your
MRV for speed has been surpassed. Speed work is quite fatiguing in itself, and because of this
we see quite a few speed programs tending towards rather low total training volumes. In
addition, speed is very sensitive to volume encroachments from other physical demands. So if
speed training is the goal, total work in the entire training program must be relatively low. Put
more formally, the MRV for speed training, in summed direct and indirect work, is generally
amongst the lowest volumes in all sport training.
Power Training
Power, like speed, is very sensitive to fatigue from both its own training and other sources.
While not quite as sensitive as speed in most cases, it’s still much more sensitive than most
other fitness characteristics. At the same time, though slightly higher than speed MRV, power
MRV is still relatively low compared to strength MRV. We see power decrement with volumes
that wouldn’t be remotely near strength MRVs. Does this mean training for strength reduces
power indefinitely? Luckily no, but when strength training volumes are used, and they exceed
power MRVs, as they almost always do, power cannot be expected to rise at its fastest rates.
By getting stronger, power can still go up, but more slowly in the short term, if the training
volume is over power MRV.
Because of the reliable effect of strength increases on both speed and power, the most useful
element of knowing both speed and power MRVs isn’t necessarily to use them as benchmarks
that are not to be exceeded in speed and power training. We can expect speed and power to
take a backseat during strength training and not improve much, due in part to strength training
volumes exceeding their MRVs. While they are taking a backseat, strength is going up, and
when the time is right, closer to competitions, training volume can be brought down, and speed
and/or power training can once again take priority. The benefits of power and speed training are
also relatively short lived compared to those of strength training, so training them exclusively too
far in advance of a competition or too often may also reduce their potency in competitions, when
it’s actually time to be fast and explosive. The approach of training mostly for strength early in a
speed or power macrocycle and only later transitioning to speed and power-specific training
guarantees that speed and/or power will be improving all the way through training, but can be
peaked when it’s time to show them off. This way, we get the best combination of long term
increases in speed and power via strength, and can transition to focusing on these several
months or weeks before a competition, so as to maximally express them during.
Strength Training
Strength training MRVs tend to be considerably higher than speed or power MRVs. This is
because speed is very fatigue sensitive, yet peak force production (strength) is not nearly so.
Because power relies on both speed and strength, it’s right there in between the MRVs for the
two. Since peak force outputs are not overly fatigue sensitive, programs that combine strength
training with other training demands can often stack on quite a bit of other training without
interfering much with strength recovery and thus MRV.
That said, strength MRVs are still not as large as you would expect with hypertrophy training,
because strength training requires a high level of exertion which causes a lot of fatigue
accumulation. Because strength training - actually lifting huge weights in training - requires a
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high level of ability, fatigue cannot be so high that such ability is thwarted, rendering the athlete
incapable of lifting the weight needed for their strength training. For this reason, the MRV for
strength training is low compared to that of hypertrophy training.
Hypertrophy Training
How do you “recover hypertrophy?” And what the hell does that even mean? You actually don’t
“recover hypertrophy” since hypertrophy, unlike strength, power, and speed, describes the
physical adaptation instead of a fitness characteristic that can be expressed. You do, however,
want to sufficiently recover so as to present another hypertrophy overload in the next
microcycle. Since the most productive hypertrophy training intensity averages somewhere
between the 60-80% 1RM range, decrements in the ability to perform the prescribed number of
repetitions with such weights can be seen as a failure to recover, indicating excession of
hypertrophy MRV.
Some of Dr. Israetel’s extensive writings on hypertrophy MRVs can be found on The Hypertrophy"
Training Guide Central Hub page of the RP blog. Hypertrophy training usually has a pretty high
volume tolerance compared to other modalities, and is itself not nearly as fatiguing rep-for-rep
as strength training. However, it’s very possible to exceed hypertrophy MRVs, and quite a few
athletes do so on a regular basis. This becomes especially likely when one combines other
training modalities, like endurance, speed, power or gymnastics technique work with
hypertrophy work. Now, who would do something like that?
Fitness Sport
Ahhh, that’s who. By combining nearly all of the known fitness characteristics and testing all of
them at one time, fitness sports present an unusual challenge for sport scientists seeking to
organize training in a logical manner. Because speed and power MRVs are so much lower than
endurance, hypertrophy, and strength MRVs, just training every quality in random arrangement
would hurt those low MRV fitness characteristics the most. But there are strategies that can
make gains in speed and power occur faster and to greater heights, some of which follow:
-

-

Not training all fitness characteristics as hard as possible at the same time, but rather
focusing a couple, such as speed and power while keeping the others on the back
burner, then switching to training hypertrophy and endurance, for example, while
keeping the rest on the back burner. Because the maintenance of fitness characteristics
is so much easier than improving them (a concept which we’ll discuss later at length), a
great approach would be to lower overall training volumes for speed and power phases
so as to get them below speed and power MRVs, get gains in those qualities, and then
raise volumes to gain in hypertrophy and endurance."
Because speed and power are more fatigue sensitive than strength, hypertrophy, and
endurance, it’s a good idea to have workouts focusing on them earlier in the training
week, when fatigue is low, and saving the other workouts for later in the training week."
Similarly, any given training day should see you train speed and power qualities at the
beginning of a training session, before training the others, so that you can get the most
out of all."
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Technique Sport
Don’t all sports require the application of techniques? Yes, but some much more than others.
Speed, endurance, and barbell sports are on the very low end of the technique spectrum, as
most of the performance in those sports is determined by the athletes’ fitness characteristics
rather than their technical prowess.
Most team sports, court sports, mat sports, and field sports - really, most sports - have a much
heavier technique component than the ones so far listed, and this requires some special
considerations around their MRVs.
The most important concept to understand with technique sport is that the MRV of that sport
isn’t derived solely from practice for the sport itself, but rather the sum total of all physical
training involved, including drilling, conditioning, and weight room work. So if you’re already
training close to MRV and you want to expand on any one of those subcategories of training,
you’ll have to pare down on one or some combination of the others first.
Secondly, more technique-heavy and thus fitness-characteristics-light sports like tennis or golf
are less fatiguing in technical training, but performance therein is more sensitive to fatigue from
other kinds of training. Golfing itself is not very fatiguing, and adding hours more golfing might
still fit into the MRV for golf technical ability. Adding just a bit too much weight training, however,
could easily exceed sum total MRV very quickly, as the “volume effect”, or the fatigue effect of
weight training, greatly affects the recovery and performance in golf training itself. In simple
terms, imagine trying to make a perfect putt with arms that are stiff and sore from upright rows.
This is one of the reasons why athletes in high technical sports or those going through very
technique oriented training phases must carry much less fatigue than athletes in other sports,
and are best served by integrating ancillary modalities like weight training very cautiously and
slowly.
Endurance
Not only is endurance work not very fatiguing per unit of time, but endurance athletes also tend
to have the kind of physiology that promotes recovery better than that of any other athletes.
Excellent blood perfusion, slower twitch average muscle fibers and smaller muscle size are a
few examples of this. In addition, endurance ability is not as fatigue sensitive as nearly all of the
other fitness characteristics. This means that the microcycle MRVs of endurance athletes are
often measured in dozens of miles or kilometers. Endurance athletes also see MRV increases
through their entire careers, as their work capacity is so fundamental to their performances.
Because the causes of endurance fatigue are often more peripheral than central, including lost
glycogen and damaged muscle, proper nutrition has probably the biggest MRV-raising effect on
endurance athletes as compared to athletes of most other types of sports.
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